Kainate-induced delayed onset of excitotoxicity with functional loss unrelated to the extent of neuronal damage in the in vitro spinal cord.
While excitotoxicity is a major contributor to the pathophysiology of acute spinal injury, its time course and the extent of cell damage in relation to locomotor network activity remain unclear. We used two in vitro models, that is, the rat isolated spinal cord and spinal organotypic cultures, to explore the basic characteristics of excitotoxicity caused by transient application of the glutamate analogue kainate followed by washout and analysis 24 h later. Electrophysiological records showed that fictive locomotion was slowed down by 10 microM kainate (with no histological loss) and fully abolished by 50 microM, while disinhibited bursting with unchanged periodicity persisted. Kainate concentrations (> or =50 microM) larger than those necessary to irreversible suppress fictive locomotion could still elicit dose-dependent motoneuron pool depolarization, and dose-dependent neuronal loss in the grey matter, especially evident in central and dorsal areas. Motoneuron numbers were largely decreased. A similar regional pattern was detected in organotypic slices, as extensive cell loss was dose related and affected motoneurons and premotoneurons: the number of dead neurons (already apparent 1 h after kainate) grew faster with the higher kainate concentration. The histological damage was accompanied by decreased MTT formazan production commensurate with the number of surviving cells. Our data suggest locomotor network function was very sensitive to excitotoxicity, even without observing extensive cell death. Excitotoxicity developed gradually leaving a time window in which neuroprotection might be attempted to preserve circuits still capable of expressing basic rhythmogenesis and reconfigure their function in terms of locomotor output.